
ince time immemorial men have treated urination as an oppor-

tunity for recreation: whether it be school bog competitions to 

see who could wee the highest or the simple pleasure of pissing 

your name in the snow. Now such water sports are about to enter the 

21st century as a British company have unveiled what it claims is the 

world’s first pee-controlled video game.

Captive Media has developed a system that uses motion sen-

sor technology to allow a man to control a video game using the 

direction of his ‘stream’. A screen fitted above the urinal bowl plays 

adverts, promotional material and ‘PTV’ (hehe) entertainment chan-

nels, but flips into game mode when a ‘user’ approaches. The console 

detects where urine is falling using an infra-red device and translates 

this into movement on screen - so far, available games include a ski-

ing challenge, where players must move their character left or right to 

hit penguins, and a multiple choice pub quiz.

Having been developed and tested in Cambridge, the system was 

unveiled in a South London bar in November. Players can compete 

to register top scores or simply pass the time while they pass water. 

“It has taken three years of research and development to get to this 

point,” says Captive Media director Mark Melford. “The reaction to 

the units so far has been incredible - it’s just so much fun.”

The system comprises a 12-inch acrylic capped LCD screen of 

6mm toughened glass positioned below eye-level and at a slight angle 

to allow the user to keep his eyes on the game as well as the business 

at hand. The unit is completely separate from the urinal bowl and all 

electronics are contained within it.        

Captive Media worked with design partner eg Technology, a 

Cambridge based product development consultancy, to define the 

specifications of the unit and the 

technology. “Our aim was to 

design an attractive and robust 

unit that ensured optimum stream-

sensing capabilities and, above all, 

a great user experience,” says eg 

technology director Andrew Ede.

The system is retrofitable on an estimated 90 percent of uri-

nal bowls in the UK, without the need for adjustment, and can be 

installed in the space of a morning. Furthermore, the unit is being 

manufactured in Britain by Melford Electronics of High Wycombe.    

In addition to entertaining visitors while they relieve themselves, 

the system also offers a novel platform for advertisers. Venues can 

use the screen to promote their own offers and events or raise rev-

enue from external advertisers. “It is notoriously difficult for brands 

to engage a young male audience whilst they’re out socialising,” says 

Melford’s fellow director Gordon MacSween. “Our product offers a 

long ‘dwell-time’ which is almost uniquely distraction free and is also 

highly targeted.”

Bars that have trialled the system in pre-launch trials have report-

ed impressive results. At one bar, Ta Bouche in Cambridge, a beer 

promotion supported by the screens saw sales grow by an average of 

203 units per week (a 47 percent increase).

“It is different to many other emerging ‘digital out-of-home’ 

media because it is interactive, allowing brands to engage in a fun 

and memorable way,” continues Melford. “It is clear from trials that 

guys talk to each other about their scores and what they’ve seen.”   

“We have already had a huge amount of interest in the units from 

bars, pubs, exhibition centres and retail outlets across the country 

and overseas - even though we’ve been trying to keep a lid on it,” 

adds MacSween. “It is a tough time for bars and pubs currently. This 

product offers people something fun and unlike anything they have 

seen before.”   

MacSween suggests that the company are looking into a product 

for women’s toilets, but jokes that there are obvious anatomical rea-

sons why this system has only been installed in the gents. He suggests 

that a potential area of interest could be in installing entertainment 

systems for use by women queuing for the bathroom.

The developers are planning to roll out the system across selected 

venues in the UK from early 2012. Now wash your hands! ❙
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